1.. Introduction
================

In recent years, the great advances in microelectronics and MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical system) have made available inexpensive smart sensors that are equipped with sensing, data processing and wireless communication capabilities. The proliferation of these products in turn makes it possible to design real-time control loops over wireless networks. Consequently, a new generation of networked control systems, i.e., wireless control systems (WCSs), is emerging.

Compared to hard-wired networked control systems, WCSs have many advantages \[[@b1-sensors-07-02548]-[@b3-sensors-07-02548]\]. For instance, various difficulties related to the installation and maintenance of the large number of cables normally required are completely eliminated, thus the flexibility and expandability of the system can be further enhanced. At the same time, system maintenance and update become easier, and the cost will of course be reduced. In some harsh industrial environments it is forbidden or unfavorable to use cables due to constraints concerning e.g. physical environments and production conditions. This is especially the case when deleterious chemicals, severe vibrations and high temperatures are present that could potentially damage any sort of cabling. For such situations wireless technologies offer a much better choice for achieving connectivity. In addition, wireless control over sensor/actuator networks satisfies the requirements of mobile systems, enabling closed-loop control of mobile objectives such as automated guided vehicles, mobile robots, and unmanned aerial vehicles.

Some efforts have been made on applying wireless technologies such as Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1), WLAN (IEEE 802.11, also called WiFi), and ZigBee (IEEE 802.15.4) to control systems, for example, \[[@b4-sensors-07-02548],[@b5-sensors-07-02548]\]. However, this area is in its infancy at this moment. While most of the work has been done by academic institutions, some commercial companies have also started developing related products for real-world applications. For instance, ABB developed the wireless proximity sensor that offers a solution for addressing reliability and energy conservation issues for fully wireless closed-loop control systems \[[@b6-sensors-07-02548]\]. Meanwhile, the deployment costs of wireless sensor and actuator nodes are continuously decreasing. For example, the node costs for Bluetooth, WLAN, and ZigBee are estimated to be \$15, \$20, and \$10 each, respectively. In contrast, the cost of wiring to connect a node to the existing fieldbus infrastructure is approximately \$350 \[[@b2-sensors-07-02548]\], which is obviously much more expensive.

However, the use of wireless networks in connecting spatially distributed sensors, controllers, and actuators raises new challenges for control systems design. Wireless channels have adverse properties such as path loss, multi-path fading, adjacent channel interference, Doppler shifts, and half-duplex operations \[[@b1-sensors-07-02548]\]. Consequently, transmitting radio signals over wireless channels can be affected by many factors, such as ambient noise, physical obstacles, node movement, environmental changes and transmit power, just to mention a few. The inherent openness of wireless connections may potentially cause the operating environment of the system to be highly dynamic, since it is very easy to add new nodes or remove existing ones. Wireless communications are much less dependable than wirelines in that the bit error rate of a wireless channel is usually several times that of a wired connection \[[@b7-sensors-07-02548]\]. Therefore, we will be confronted with more pronounced temporal problems in the form of time-varying delay and packet loss when building control systems upon wireless sensor/actuator networks rather than wirelines \[[@b5-sensors-07-02548]\]. To realize the potential of wireless communication and intelligent sensing technologies in WCSs, new paradigms are required to address these challenges and to provide quality of control (QoC) guarantees in dynamic, unpredictable environments.

This paper is devoted to developing such a paradigm that enables wireless control over smart sensor and actuator networks in the presence of uncertainty in communication resource availability. We are not interested in (robust) controller design or designing novel network protocols for any control systems, which are the topics of most of the work in the emerging field of wireless control. In particular, we will present a flexible time-triggered sampling scheme for smart sensors that are used in WCSs. It attacks the problem of uncertain resource availability deriving from e.g. system reconfiguration and radio interference. The use of smart sensors allows adapting the bandwidth demands of control applications with respect to network conditions through dynamically adjusting the sampling periods. A new algorithm for sampling period adaptation will be developed based on feedback control technology. The QoC of the system that operates in dynamic environments is guaranteed through maintaining the deadline miss ratio (DMR) in each control loop at/around a desired level, since this reduces the impact of both delay and packet loss on QoC.

There has been significant interest in event-triggered sampling that promises to increase resource efficiency, for example, \[[@b8-sensors-07-02548]-[@b12-sensors-07-02548]\]. In control applications, however, time-triggered sampling (also called periodic sampling) is still dominant. This is mainly because sampled-data control theory in existence basically originates from time-triggered rather than event-triggered sampling. The theory for event-based control is still under development \[[@b13-sensors-07-02548],[@b14-sensors-07-02548]\]. In systems where the shared computing/communication resource is sufficient, which is usually assumed by control engineers, time-triggered sampling with well-designed fixed periods is able to deliver predictable performance that can be analyzed explicitly using sampled-data control theory. When the resource becomes scarce, however, fixed period based time-triggered sampling will result in worse than possible performance in underloaded conditions and degraded performance even instability in overloaded conditions. There is an obvious lack of flexibility in time-triggered sampling when the system operates in resource-constrained environments with variable workload. The proposed sampling scheme addresses this problem of time-triggered sampling through using flexible sampling periods at runtime. The idea of sampling period adaptation is not new, but we will present a new method for adjusting the sampling period, which improves the flexibility and resource efficiency of the system.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review related work. Section 3 describes the system model to be considered. In Section 4 we present the flexible time-triggered sampling scheme, along with the algorithm for sampling period adaptation. Simulations are conducted in Section 5 to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme in comparison with the conventional non-adaptive time-triggered sampling scheme. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2.. Related Work
================

Smart sensors (or intelligent sensors) have been applied in various engineering systems, for example, \[[@b15-sensors-07-02548],[@b16-sensors-07-02548]\]. A smart sensor is typically composed of several modules, such as sensing unit, AD (Analog to Digital) converter, microcontroller, storage, transceiver, and power unit. Its capability of data processing enables diverse sampling patterns besides the conventional uniform sampling mechanism. For instance, the concept of send-on-delta, a signal-dependent sampling scheme, has been explored in \[[@b10-sensors-07-02548]-[@b12-sensors-07-02548]\] to reduce the number of sensor data transmission. Willett *et al.* \[[@b17-sensors-07-02548]\] proposed an adaptive sampling scheme for wireless sensor networks, which can significantly reduce communications and hence energy consumptions while maintaining high accuracy. Almost all of these works have been done for general-purpose signal processing and telecommunication systems in which no control applications are involved.

In the literature, relatively little progress has been made on applying event-triggered sampling in control systems. Through analyzing first-order stochastic systems, Astrom and Bernhardsson \[[@b8-sensors-07-02548]\] argued that compared to periodic sampling, event-based sampling may require only a fraction of the computing/communication resources while achieving the same control performance. Otanez *et al.* \[[@b9-sensors-07-02548]\] proposed a deadband-based data transmission scheme to reduce network traffic in networked control systems. Nguyen and Suh \[[@b18-sensors-07-02548]\] applied the send-on-delta data transmission method in networked control systems achieving improved estimation performance. Despite the increasing interest in this direction, the lack of a unified theory supporting event-based control has been blocking the practical applications of event-triggered sampling methods in control systems.

Recently, significant work has been done with sampling period adaptation in resource-constrained real-time control systems that basically use time-triggered sampling. For instance, Cervin *et al.* \[[@b19-sensors-07-02548]\] proposed a feedback-feedforward scheduling scheme to dynamically adjust sampling periods that results in near-optimal control performance. Marti *et al.* \[[@b20-sensors-07-02548]\] developed an optimal resource allocation policy that allocates CPU resource in accordance with the current states of controlled systems. In our previous work \[[@b21-sensors-07-02548]-[@b23-sensors-07-02548]\], neural network based and fuzzy logic control based feedback scheduling methods for sampling period adaptation in multitasking control systems have been explored, respectively. An overview of this direction can be found in \[[@b24-sensors-07-02548]\]. Since the majority of these papers consider CPU resource constraints and are based on utilization control, the relevant methods are generally not suitable for WCSs where the communication resource rather than the computing resource is the major concern and utilization control could potentially be inefficient.

Li and Chow \[[@b25-sensors-07-02548]\] proposed an adaptive multiple sampling rate scheduling algorithm for Internet-based supervisory control systems. Ploplys *et al.* \[[@b7-sensors-07-02548]\] proposed a method using the PI (proportional-integral) control algorithm to adjust the sampling periods of WCSs over WLAN. Based on the same control structure, Kawka and Alleyne \[[@b26-sensors-07-02548]\] developed another heuristic algorithm to adapt sampling period with respect to packet loss. Colandairaj *et al.* \[[@b27-sensors-07-02548]\] proposed to adapt the sampling periods in response to variations in delay in WCSs, also in a heuristic manner. However, none of these papers considers controlling the deadline miss ratio as we do. Consequently, we can address simultaneously the problems of delay and packet loss, whereas almost all existing methods are dedicated to either of them. In our previous work \[[@b28-sensors-07-02548]\], we have developed a feedback scheduling method to rescale sampling periods based on deadline miss ratio control for multi-loop networked control systems using priority-based fieldbuses. In contrast, this paper focuses on adaptive sampling in smart sensors used in WCSs. The flexible time-triggered concept has been explored in network protocols such as FTT-CAN \[[@b29-sensors-07-02548]\] and FTT-Ethernet \[[@b30-sensors-07-02548]\], whereas it is used for sampling in this paper.

3.. Wireless Control System Using Smart Sensors
===============================================

Consider a wireless control system as shown in [Figure 1](#f1-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"}. In addition to some disturbing/interfering nodes (i.e., non-control nodes), there are *N* independent control loops. For simplicity, assume each control loop is composed of one smart sensor, one controller, and one smart actuator. The sensor and the actuator are attached to the controlled process, which is a single-input single-output (SISO) physical system. All these nodes reside within a *collision area* in which every pair of nodes can *hear* from each other, i.e., all nodes share the same wireless channel. The wireless technology used in the network is ZigBee \[[@b31-sensors-07-02548]\]. Based on the IEEE 802.15.4 specification, ZigBee provides a low-cost and low-power wireless communication solution geared towards wireless sensors and control systems. It fulfils well the unique requirements of applications in which nodes transmit only small data packets and do not require high bandwidth, such as manufacturing automation, process control, home automation, and intelligent building. In the MAC layer, ZigBee uses the CSMA/CA (carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance) protocol.

The block diagram of the WCS is given in [Figure 2](#f2-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"}. In each control loop, the sensor and the actuator communicate with the controller wirelessly. The sensors are time triggered, while the controllers and the actuators are event triggered. Smart sensors and actuators are used to facilitate sampling period adaptation. At the beginning of a sampling period, the sensor collects a measurement of the output of physical process, and then transmits it to the controller via ZigBee. During this term, it may need to compete with other coexisting nodes for the use of the network resource. Upon receiving the sampled data, the controller starts to execute the control algorithm immediately. After the control command is produced, the controller will transmit it, again over the ZigBee network, to the actuator. The actuator will perform the corresponding actions on the physical process once it receives the control command. It is assumed that: 1) the actuator can send data to the sensor belonging to the same loop directly, 2) the sensor and actuator are synchronized in time, and 3) each sampled data and each control command are transmitted over ZigBee as one single data packet, respectively.

Generally speaking, the delay in a networked control loop encompasses sensor processing delay, sensor to controller communication delay, controller computational delay, controller to actuator communication delay, and actuator processing delay. In the above system, the network bandwidth of ZigBee is inherently limited (up to 250Kbps), while being shared by multiple control loops. Consequently, the communication delays are responsible for the largest fraction of the total round-trip delay. Since wireless communication is non-deterministic and CSMA/CA is not a non-destructive protocol, data packets may possibly be lost, due to e.g. too many retransmissions, transmission error and low signal strength. It is well-known in the control community that both delay and packet loss degrade QoC, particularly when they are time-varying.

Intuitively, the delay, packet loss rate, and jitter increase as the network traffic load increases. This is mainly because more collisions on medium access lead to larger waiting delays and larger probability of packets being discarded in sensors and controllers that need to transmit data packets. Therefore, when new control loops are added or interfering radios become present, which causes the traffic load to increase, the QoC of the system may be jeopardized. This is particularly the case if the network is in or close to overload conditions.

Conventionally, the sensors are assigned constant sampling periods. A consequence is that the bandwidth requirements of control loops are also constant at runtime, given that the sizes of the packets to transmit are fixed. When the system operates in dynamic environments with variable workload, the network may be sometimes overloaded, and sometimes underloaded. In overloaded conditions, the QoC may be degraded, as pointed out previously; the system may even become unstable in extreme cases due to severe delay and packet loss problems. In underloaded conditions, on the other hand, the resulting performance may be worse than possible because of low resource utilization. Therefore, new design methods need to be developed to cope with workload variations and to improve the flexibility and resource-efficiency of the system.

In this paper, special attention is paid to the impact of workload variations, which are caused by e.g. system reconfiguration and radio interference, on QoC. To address both delay and packet loss problems that may be induced by workload variations, a flexible time-triggered sampling scheme facilitated by the use of smart sensors will be presented in the next section.

4.. Flexible Time-Triggered Sampling
====================================

By definition, the bandwidth demand of a control loop is closely related to the size of the data packets and the sampling period. With given data packet sizes, the requested network utilization (i.e. workload) of control loops directly depends on the sampling periods of the sensors. This implies that it is possible to regulate the bandwidth demand of a control loop through adjusting the relevant sampling period. From this insight, we propose to adapt the sampling periods of sensors to workload variations at runtime.

The basic idea of our scheme is to maintain the deadline miss ratio in every control loop at a desired level through periodically adjusting the sampling period. Since the sampling period adaptation algorithm will be implemented in every sensor separately, i.e., control loops are independent of each other, we will describe our scheme in this section by considering only one control loop, say loop *i*, and omit this subscript for all variables wherever possible. Despite this, the sampling periods of all sensors will be changed simultaneously at runtime, with the same time interval. To avoid confusion, we call hereafter the periods of control loops (or sensors) *sampling periods* (denoted *h*), while the time interval for executing period adaptation algorithms *invocation interval* (denoted *T~SPA~*). In this context, the sampling period of each sensor will be re-assigned every *T~SPA~* time units with respect to current deadline miss ratio in the corresponding control loop.

A deadline miss occurs when the actuator does not receive the control command by the deadline, which is by default equal to the sampling period. In WCSs, there are generally two types of deadline miss \[[@b3-sensors-07-02548]\]. The first type is that the sampled data or the control command is truly lost in the transmission process. As a consequence, the control command will never arrive at the actuator. In contrast, in the second type of deadline miss, the control command is actually received by the actuator, but at a time point that exceeds the deadline.

In this paper, feedback control technology is used to determine the new sampling period. In control terms, the *controlled variable* is deadline miss ratio, and the *manipulated variable* is sampling period. The deadline miss ratio is defined as the number of deadline misses to the number of periods that the control loop has experienced within a certain invocation interval. Some reasons for the choice of deadline miss ratio as the controlled variable are explained as follows. As one of the most common metrics for network quality of service (QoS), particularly from a real-time viewpoint, deadline miss ratio is an important factor that also affects QoC. Satisfactory QoC can be achieved as long as the deadline miss ratio is controlled at a sufficiently low level. Further, using deadline miss ratio as the controlled variable can address simultaneously the problems of time-varying delay and packet loss. According to the definition of deadline miss, both delays larger than the period and packet losses naturally incur deadline misses. When the deadline miss ratio keeps at a low level, the delays within most sampling periods will be no more than one period and the number of packets being lost is certainly limited. As a consequence, the impact of delay and packet loss on QoC is alleviated.

The sampling period affects the deadline miss ratio in the following way. Shortening sampling period leads to increase in requested network utilization, which naturally causes the network workload to increase, and vice versa. With heavier network traffic load, the probability of collisions between different nodes becomes bigger. This could potentially increase both delay and packet loss, and hence the deadline miss ratio. Therefore, large deadline miss ratio can generally be reduced through enlarging the sampling period, particularly when the system is in overload conditions. When the network is underutilized, on the other hand, the network utilization can be increased through shortening the sampling period. According to sampled data control theory, smaller sampling periods normally deliver better QoC. In this context, the QoC can therefore be improved with higher resource efficiency, given that the deadline miss ratio is limited within a low level. The observation is that, by means of sampling period adjustment with respect to network condition, dynamic and unpredictable workload variations in the WCS can be dealt with effectively. This explains why sampling period is chosen as the manipulated variable.

[Figure 3](#f3-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"} shows the flexible time-triggered sampling scheme proposed in this paper. Just as the name implies, this scheme is based on time-triggered sampling. Basically, the sensor samples the system output at uniform time intervals. The major difference between our scheme and conventional time-triggered scheme is that the sampling period will be changed regularly with our scheme, whereas the conventional scheme normally uses fixed sampling periods. This results in significantly enhanced flexibility of the system, and hence largely improved QoC in dynamic environments, as will be shown in Section 5.

As shown in [Figure 3](#f3-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"}, the flexible time-triggered sampling scheme operates as follows. Within every invocation interval, all nodes act almost the same as under time-triggered sampling, except for an additional module in the actuator. When the actuator receives a control command, it will not only perform actions on the physical process according to the control command but also judge whether or not this control command misses its deadline. For this purpose, the deadline of the control command will be issued by the smart sensor (when the sampled data is collected) and encapsulated in both data packets for sampled data and control command. If the deadline is not missed, the actuator will then report this to the sensor by directly sending it an arbitrary data. This information will be used by the smart sensor to compute the deadline miss ratio at the beginning of each invocation interval, i.e. each time the system starts to adjust the sampling period. The sensor will compute a new sampling period based on the observed deadline miss ratio every *T~SPA~* time units. The algorithm used will be given in Subsection 4.1. After the new sampling period is produced, the sensor will update the relevant internal parameter(s) accordingly.

Since sampling period variations will degrade QoC if fixed controller parameters are used in the controller, the controller parameters should be updated with respect to current sampling period. In practice, this can be achieved in two ways. The first way is that the sensor transmits the new sampling period (via the wireless network) to the controller using a separate data packet once a new sampling period is calculated. An acknowledgement will be sent by the controller if it successfully receives the sampling period data packet. The sensor will re-transmit this data packet after waiting for some specific time until an acknowledgement from the controller is received. Upon receiving a new sampling period, the controller will update the relevant controller parameters accordingly. In the second way, the current sampling period will always be encapsulated in the data packet for sampled data, which is sent from the sensor to the controller at the beginning of every period. The controller treats sampling period as an additional input variable and computes the control command with respect to both the sampled value of system output and the current sampling period. Using either of these ways, the variations in sampling period can be compensated for, at the expense of a slight increase in both computation and communication overheads. In this paper, the second method is adopted.

4.1.. Sampling Period Adaptation Algorithm
------------------------------------------

As mentioned above, this paper uses feedback control theory to determine a new sampling period. Generally speaking, many control algorithms/techniques can be used in this context. In particular, the PID (proportional-integral-derivative) control algorithm, which is the most popular controller in practical control applications, is employed in this paper. Some reasons for the use of PID are explained as follows. Firstly, as a combination of three components, i.e., the proportional, integral and derivative components, the PID control algorithm has proved very effective in most control applications. Secondly, a PID controller can perform well even when the system model is unavailable, which is the case for many practical systems as well as the system considered in this paper, given that the controller coefficients are well tuned. Thirdly, the PID control algorithm is very simple, thereby inducing only a small computational overhead. This makes it easy to meet the requirements stemming from the limitations on the data processing capacities of smart sensors.

From a control perspective, the purpose of adjusting sampling period is to maintain the deadline miss ratio at a desired level. Let *ρ~r~* and *ρ*(*j*) be the desired and measured deadline miss ratio, respectively, where *j* corresponds to the *j*-th invocation of this algorithm. The sampling period is computed by: $$\Delta h(j) = K_{P}(e(j) - e(j - 1)) + K_{I}e(j) + K_{D}(e(j) - 2e(j - 1) + e(j - 2))h(j) = \min\left\{ h(j - 1) - \Delta h(j),h_{\max} \right\}$$where *K~P~*, *K~I~*, and *K~D~* are the proportional, integral, and derivative coefficients, respectively, *e*(*j*) is the deadline miss ratio control error, and *h~max~* is the maximum allowable sampling period. Due to the unavailability of a mathematical model that describes explicitly the relationship between deadline miss ratio and sampling period, the coefficients *K~P~*, *K~I~*, and *K~D~* in (1) will be determined based on simulations in this paper. In general cases, *e*(*j*) can be simply calculated as *e*(*j*) = *ρ~r~* - *ρ*(*j*). However, due to the inherent non-determinism of wireless communication, the measured deadline miss ratio may vary randomly from one invocation interval to another, even in the same network condition. To reduce the effect of this uncertainty as well as measurement noise, a low-pass filter is used in this paper when calculating *e*(*j*), as given by: $$e(j) = \rho_{r} - (\lambda\rho(j) + (1 - \lambda)\rho(j - 1)$$where *λ* is a forgetting factor that satisfies 0\<*λ*≤1. A *λ* close to 0 gives a smooth but slow estimate of the actual deadline miss ratio. The general case without the low-pass filter can be viewed as a special case of (2) where *λ* is set to 1.

5.. Performance Evaluation
==========================

In this section, simulations are conducted based on Matlab/TrueTime \[[@b32-sensors-07-02548]\] to evaluate the performance of the proposed sampling scheme (denoted FTT), in comparison with the conventional non-adaptive time-triggered sampling scheme (denoted TT). For simplicity, suppose all control loops in the WCS have the same settings. The controlled process is a DC motor modeled by: $$G(s) = \frac{1}{0.5s^{2} + 6s + 10}$$

The DC motor is a physical component widely used in control systems. Details on its modeling can be found in \[[@b33-sensors-07-02548]\]. The controller (in the control loop) for the DC motor uses the PID control algorithm, implemented as follows \[[@b3-sensors-07-02548]\]: **Procedure** PID controller { **Input**: *r*(*k*), *y*(*k*), *h* //*r*(*k*): reference input (desired system output) at *k*-th sampling instant //*y*(*k*): measured system output at *k*-th sampling instant *err*(*k*) = *r*(*k*) -- *y*(*k*); *P*(*k*) = 100\**err*(*k*); *I*(*k*) = *I*(*k*-1) + 200\**h*\*(*err*(*k*) + *err*(*k*-1))/2; *D*(*k*) = 2\*(*err*(*k*) -- *err*(*k*-1))/*h*; *u*(*k*) = *P*(*k*) + *I*(*k*) + *D*(*k*); **Output**: *u* //*u*(*k*): control command corresponding to the *k*-th sampling}

It is worth noting that the above program is used in each controller within the control loops, which should not be confused with the sampling period adaptation module (see Section 4.1) in each sensor, although both of them use the PID control algorithm. Both the controlled process and the controller design are kept as common as possible to reflect the wide applicability of the proposed approach. The default sampling period is 10 ms, and the maximum allowable sampling period is *h~max~* = 30 ms. The reference input follows a square wave with a period of 4s. The data rate of ZigBee is 250 Kbps. The sizes of all data packets are 32 bytes. Since the flexible time-triggered sampling scheme is implemented in each control loop separately, the parameters *K~P~*, *K~I~*, and *K~D~* in (1) can be different from one loop to another. For simplicity, the same parameters are used in all sensors: *K~P~* = 0.007, *K~I~* = 0.006, *K~D~* = 0.003, *ρ~r~* = 10%, *λ* = 0.7, and *T~SPA~* = 500 ms.

In this work, two typical scenarios featuring workload variations are examined, respectively, i.e., system reconfiguration and radio interference. While the bandwidth demands of all control loops can be regulated through sampling period adaptation, the bandwidth demand of an interfering node cannot be intentionally changed by the system.

5.1.. Scenario I: System Reconfiguration
----------------------------------------

In the first set of simulations, the workload variations induced by dynamic reconfiguration of the system, in particular, the addition and removal of control loops, are studied. The simulation pattern is as follows. At time t = 0, two control loops, say loops 1 and 2, are active. Loops 3 and 4 are activated at t = 6s and deactivated at t = 12s, simultaneously.

The control performance of the four control loops is shown in [Figure 4](#f4-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"}. Before loops 3 and 4 are activated, i.e., during time interval t = 0-6s, both control loops 1 and 2 achieve good performance with conventional time-triggered sampling, as can be seen from [Figure 4(a)](#f4-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"}. However, all control loops become unstable after the number of active control loops increases from 2 to 4 at time t = 6s, which causes the available bandwidth to be insufficient. In contrast, when the proposed flexible time-triggered sampling scheme is used, all control loops in the system remain stable and perform satisfactorily all the time, as shown in [Figure 4(b)](#f4-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"}.

The sampling periods used in four smart sensors are depicted in [Figure 5](#f5-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"}. It is apparent that the proposed flexible time-triggered sampling scheme dynamically adjusts the sampling period of each sensor at runtime, which is in contrast to the time-triggered sampling scheme that uses fixed periods.

The deadline miss ratios in control loops explain the difference in their control performance under different sampling schemes. As shown in [Figure 6](#f6-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"}, all control loops suffer much severer deadline miss under time-triggered sampling than under flexible time-triggered sampling almost all the time. In particular, with time-triggered sampling, (almost) all control commands in the four control loops miss their deadlines during the time interval t = 6-12s, which yields system instability as shown in [Figure 4(a)](#f4-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"}. Under flexible time-triggered sampling, the deadline miss ratios in all control loops are well controlled and keep around the desired level most of the time. The variations in workload only incur some transient processes.

5.2.. Scenario II: Radio Interference
-------------------------------------

The second set of simulations considers the impact of interfering radios. There are two (active) control loops in the system. At time t = 6s, two interfering nodes start to transmit data packets to another two nodes, respectively, and these transmissions last 6 seconds.

[Figure 7](#f7-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"} shows the control performance when each interfering node sends a packet every 10ms. It can be seen that, while the interference doesn\'t cause stability problems when the time-triggered sampling scheme is used, the proposed flexible time-triggered sampling scheme yields better control performance in both control loops (particularly) when the interference is present. Just as in Scenario I, this improvement mainly benefits from the dynamic adjustment of sampling periods in smart sensors, as shown in [Figure 8](#f8-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"}. The deadline miss ratios in both control loops are also well controlled under flexible time-triggered sampling, see [Figure 9](#f9-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"}. The lower deadline miss ratios achieved under flexible time-triggered sampling relative to time-triggered sampling explain the performance improvement shown in [Figure 7](#f7-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"}.

[Figure 10](#f10-sensors-07-02548){ref-type="fig"} shows the sharp difference in control performance with different sampling schemes when each interfering node sends a packet every 8ms. Under time-triggered sampling, the severe interference incurs system instability in both control loops. This doesn\'t happen when the flexible time-triggered sampling scheme is employed. The control performance of both loops remains good throughout the simulation. Again, this is a result of the sampling period adaptation that maintains the deadline miss ratios at relatively low levels (around the desired level). The graphs for sampling periods and deadline miss ratios in this case are omitted for brevity.

6.. Conclusion
==============

This paper has presented a flexible time-triggered sampling scheme for smart sensors that are used in WCSs. Based on time-triggered sampling, this scheme enhances the flexibility and resource efficiency of the system through adapting the sampling period at runtime. Feedback control technology is used to determine the sampling period that attempts to maintain the deadline miss ratio in each control loop at a desired level. Extensive simulations have been conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. From the simulation results, it can be argued that the proposed sampling scheme is able to deal with dynamic and unpredictable variations in workload induced by e.g. system reconfiguration and radio interference, while providing QoC guarantees. This makes it well suited for smart sensor-based WCSs that operate in dynamic environments.

Our future work in this direction includes: 1) development of an experimental WCS based on smart wireless sensors to further validate the proposed approach; 2) applications of advanced control techniques (e.g. fuzzy control) in the sampling period adaptation module.
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